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Abstract
Misfit dislocation is an important component of the semi-coherent interface. Usually, it forms a
dislocation network as the strain concentration area on an interface and makes the other part
coherent. This is the regular case, but there are also some exceptions. In this work, we show
that the Ni/(Al2O3)Al interface has a reconstruction at the first monolayer of the metal side,
which works as a transition layer between Ni and Al2O3 lattices. Under these conditions, the
misfit dislocation cannot be confirmed by drawing a Burgers circuit because the interface is
incoherent. However, due to the lattice misfit, there are areas of strain concentration and areas
without strain distributed on the interface plane. So, for describing this strain distribution, we
again use the concept of a dislocation network but redefine it as the separate line between these
two parts. As a result, we find that the dislocation network appears when the metal part is
thicker than 12.4 Å, and it shrinks as the metal film grows, resulting in an ultimate structure
with a mesh size of 28.1 Å.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The metal/oxide interface is a hot problem in current science
and technology, and has many applications in catalysts,
composites, metal-ceramic sensors, etc [1–4], so it has
attracted many theoretical studies. Among the various interface
systems, metal/MgO and metal/Al2O3 ones have attracted
much attention in terms of their electronic structure, adhesion,
wetting ability, misfit dislocation, etc [5–9]. So in our
previous works we have made many efforts to study the misfit
dislocation in metal/MgO systems [10, 11], and have shown
a regular tetragonal dislocation network for them. However,
the case is quite simple for metal/MgO in that it just contains
two groups of perpendicular dislocation lines (DLs). But it
becomes complex for metal/Al2O3 because a dislocation loop
or partial dislocation appears in this case, accompanied by a

hexagonal or trigonal dislocation network [5, 12]. We now turn
to this complex case and try to get a theoretical description of
the dislocation network in hexagonal or trigonal structures.

In this work, we are going to study the Ni/Al2O3 interface,
mainly focusing on the case of an Al terminated interface (or
briefly, Ni/(Al2O3)Al). There are two reasons for us to choose
an Al terminated interface as the target system rather than the O
terminated one. First is that we have driven the pair potentials
across a Ni/Al2O3 interface in our previous work [13], and
shown their transferability on a series of metastable structures
for Ni/(Al2O3)Al. Second, Ni/(Al2O3)Al is also the energy
preferred interface. It has an adhesive energy of 1.3–1.9 eV
due to some ab initio works, while the one for an O terminated
interface is 6.3–7.1 eV [13–15]. Considering the experimental
results between 1.1 and 1.2 eV [16, 17], the Al terminated
interface is preferred.
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There are two main purposes for this work. First is to
determine the interface structure and second is to evaluate the
dislocation network. It is very interesting that the Ni/(Al2O3)Al

interface has a reconstruction at the first monolayer (ML) of
the metal side (see the work below), so its misfit dislocation
is different from the regular case defined by a Burgers circuit.
Now, the dislocation network is redefined as the separate line
between the area of strain concentration and the area with no
strain on the interface, and so we can proceed with further
studies on it.

The following work consists of four parts. First, in
section 2, we present the interatomic potentials for the
Ni/Al2O3 interface of both the metal–oxide and metal–metal
cases. They are ab initio based pair potentials obtained in
our previous work, and are now used for some advanced
studies. In section 3, we study the relaxed structure of the
Ni/(Al2O3)Al interface. An interface reconstruction is obtained
at the first ML of the metal side, and works as a translation
layer between Ni and Al2O3 lattices. Next, in section 4, we go
into the main part of this paper and demonstrate a theoretical
evaluation of the dislocation network. As a result, we find that
the dislocation network appears in the Ni/(Al2O3)Al interface
when the metal side is thick enough, shrinks as the metal film
grows, and tends to an ultimate structure. Finally, section 5 is
the conclusion.

2. Interatomic potentials

Usually, the atomistic simulation for a target system is based on
some interatomic potentials. The validity and practicability of
these potentials is the first important issue. For the Ni/Al2O3

interface considered in this work, we use the pair potentials
extracted from ab initio cohesive and adhesive energies by a
Chen–Möbius inversion method [13, 18].

In detail, the Ni/Al2O3 interface contains three kinds of
potentials: the metal–oxide, metal–metal, and oxide–oxide
interactions. The first of these occurs across the interface, and
the latter two in the inner bulk materials.

The metal–oxide potentials have been obtained in our
previous work [13]. We have shown that they prefer an
Al terminated interface, but should avoid an O terminated
interface. This is why we chose to study Ni/(Al2O3)Al in this
work but not Ni/(Al2O3)O.

Regarding the oxide side, Al2O3 has a more complex
structure and charge distribution than metal, and this gives us
some difficulties in obtaining its interatomic potentials. So
before achieving the final solution of Al2O3, we use the metal–
oxide and metal–metal potentials to proceed with a basic study
on the Ni/Al2O3 interface. At this condition, the Al2O3 lattices
are fixed, and so the oxide–oxide potentials are not necessary.
This is a primary approximation of the metal/oxide interface
system but sometimes reasonable. Because Al2O3 as an ionic
crystal is more rigid than metal, so the interface relaxation is
mainly distributed in the metal side. Furthermore, fixing Al2O3

lattices can greatly reduce the free variables in the energy
minimization calculation, and so we can study the interface on
a large scale.

Table 1. Potential parameters for �Ni−Ni.

ai (eV) bi (Å−1) ci (Å)

1 −5.85 2.29 1.83
2 −11.71 0.94 0.17
3 1.17 0.85 0.86

D0 = 52.60 eV
R0 = 1.00 Å

y = 2.22

Table 2. The lattice constant (a) and elastic constants (C11, C12, and
C44) for bulk Ni.

a (Å) C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C44 (GPa)

This work 3.50 263.2 183.5 183.5
Expt. [19] 3.52 248.1 154.9 124.2

For the metal side, the metal–metal potential �Ni–Ni is
extracted from ab initio cohesive energies by the Chen–Möbius
inversion method [18]. Now, for an improved description of the
elastic constants, we do not use the Morse potential as appears
in our previous work [11], but recalculate it in a more precise
way, resulting in a Rahman–Stillinger–Lemberg potential (1),
as shown in table 1.

� = D0ey(1− r
R0

)+ a1

1 + eb1(r−c1)
+ a2

1 + eb2(r−c2)
+ a3

1 + eb3(r−c3)
.

(1)
As a basic check, table 2 shows the lattice and elastic

constants obtained by the above potential, including both
the theoretical and experimental values. Among the four
parameters, a, C11, and C12 are in good agreement with
experiments, while C44 is not so good in this comparison.
The poor agreement for C44 is related to the Cauchy relation
C12 = C44 led by the pair potential approach for cubic metals.
Fortunately, in this work we consider the edge dislocation in
the metal side where the lattice distortion is limited in tensile
strain, without any transformation of the crystal angles. So
C11 and C12 play a more important role than C44 in describing
the elastic field around DLs, and this pair potential approach is
sometimes reasonable.

In summary, we use a pair potential model in this work. It
seems a very simple approximation to the interface system not
to take the many body effect and charge transfer into account
but, due to the above discussion and checking, this pairwise
approach is also a reasonable description of the metal/oxide
interface, and has already shown its applications in metal/MgO
interfaces [10, 11]. So we use it again here to treat the
metal/Al2O3 interface, trying to get a theoretical understanding
of the interface reconstruction and dislocation network.

3. Interface structure

In this work, we study the Ni/(Al2O3)Al interface with an
orientation relationship of Ni(111) ‖ Al2O3(0001), and mainly
pay attention to the interface structure and misfit dislocation.
Regarding the geometric property of this interface, the lattice
constant is aNi = 3.52 Å for Ni and aAl2O3 = 4.76 Å for Al2O3,
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Figure 1. The relaxed interface structure of Ni/(Al2O3)Al: (a) side view, (b) top view. Note that in (b), we just present the first ML of the Ni
side and the first two MLs of the Al2O3 side for a detailed description.

so it has a 9.3% misfit between the two parts, obtained by the
formula:

aAl2O3 −
√

3
2 aNi

aAl2O3

. (2)

The first important issue about the interface is its structure,
which is determined as in the lowest energy state. In this
section, we use an energy minimization method to treat this
problem, paying attention to the possible reconstruction on the
interface.

Cerius2 software is used for the energy minimization
calculation [20], accompanied with the periodic boundary
condition. For the interface model, the Al2O3 part is 12 Å thick
and the Ni part is 10–100 Å thick. Note that Al2O3 lattices are
fixed in this calculation, so 12 Å is enough to support the metal
lattices and misfit dislocation.

Some ab initio works [14, 15] have shown that the lowest
energy structure of the Ni/(Al2O3)Al interface is of metal on an
O site. This is the energy preferred site for an Al terminated
interface and is also supported by our pair potentials [13].
Now, the interface structure is calculated again by the energy
minimization method [20], resulting in a totally relaxed model,
as shown in figure 1.

From the figure, we see that Ni/(Al2O3)Al is reconstructed
at the first ML of the metal side. Its trigonal structure is
rearranged as a combination of a regular triangle and an
irregular hexagon, as shown in figure 1(b). For a quantitative
description of this reconstruction, the Ni–Ni distance is 2.45 Å,
Ni–O distance is 1.88 Å, Ni–Al distance is 2.24 Å, and the
hexagon angles are 96◦ and 144◦.

As a result, the reconstructed Ni ML works as a translation
layer between Ni and Al2O3 sides, and makes the interface
incoherent. At this condition, the misfit dislocation cannot be
confirmed by a Burgers circuit, but needs a new definition.
Note that the misfit strain is not equally distributed on the
whole interface plane, but has an area of strain concentration
and an area without strain. So we define DL as the separate
line between these two parts, and use it for advanced studies.

This kind of reconstruction for an Ni/(Al2O3)Al interface
has been reported in Wang’s ab initio work [21], which also
shows a combination of regular triangle and irregular hexagon
structures for the first ML of the Ni side. Considering this
agreement, our work shows that the pair potential approach
can give a good description of the interface structure and
reconstruction, and supports the need for our advanced study
on mismatch interfaces.

4. Dislocation networks

We are now going to deal with the main part of this work:
the atomistic simulation of a dislocation network in an
Ni/(Al2O3)Al interface. In this section, we show the method
of obtaining a misfit dislocation and then calculate the DL
position as well as the dislocation structure, resulting in a
theoretical evaluation of the dislocation network.

4.1. Methodology

Usually, a concrete interface contains a dislocation network
as the strain concentration centre, and makes the other
part coherent. This dislocation network has several kinds
of geometric structures at different interface systems. For
example, for a metal/MgO interface, it is in a tetragonal
structure, constructed by two groups of perpendicular DLs.
This is a very simple case for which, due to the orthogonality,
we can use a cross-section model instead of the whole interface
to study the misfit dislocation, as shown in our previous
works [10, 11]. But for a metal/Al2O3 interface, the case
becomes complex, since the dislocation network is in a
hexagonal or trigonal structure, and usually accompanied with
dislocation loops or partial dislocations [5, 12]. Under these
conditions we cannot just use a cross-section model, but need
to consider the whole interface.

As the Ni/Al2O3 interface has a positive misfit of 9.3%,
we use a (n + 1 × n + 1):(n × n) interface model to obtain the

3
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Figure 2. The (n + 1 × n + 1):(n × n) interface model, for which n = 6 and the mismatch plane is at the second ML of the metal side.

misfit dislocation, as shown in figure 2. This is the initial model
waiting for energy minimization, and the dislocation is placed
in the metal side because Al2O3 is more rigid than metal.

Furthermore, for an energetic evaluation of the dislocation
structure and network, we need to extract the dislocation
energy (Edis) from the energy minimization result. Generally,
the total energy (Etotal) of a certain interface system contains
several parts, including the contributions of lattice, surface,
interface, and misfit dislocation. In particular, in this work,
the interface model is of a metal film supported on an oxide
surface, as shown in figure 2. So except for the interface, the
metal part also has an upper surface in contact with a vacuum,
with the surface area equal to the interface area (S). In addition,
as we have fixed the oxide part in the energy minimization, its
surface and lattice energies are not considered. As a result, the
‘energy extract formula’ is

Edis = Etotal − nNiεNi − S(σNi + σNi/Al2O3) (3)

where εNi is the lattice energy, σNi is the surface energy,
σNi/Al2O3 is the interface energy, and nNi is the number of
metal atoms. About these parameters, εNi, σNi, and σNi/Al2O3

are obtained by calculating some ideal models, with the result
of εNi = −5.18 eV, σNi = 0.40 eV Å

−2
, and σNi/Al2O3 =

0.15 eV Å
−2

.
This formula has already been used in our previous works

to study metal/MgO interfaces [10, 11], and has shown its
suitability in describing the energetic properties of misfit
dislocations. Therefore, we use it again in this work to treat
the metal/Al2O3 interface.

4.2. Dislocation position

A basic parameter of a misfit dislocation in a metal/oxide
interface is the position of the DL. Usually, it is in the first
ML of the metal side for metal/MgO interfaces [10, 11]. But
for the case of Ni/(Al2O3)Al, this layer is reconstructed, so the
DL may be in some other positions. A careful reconsideration
is desired.

Generally, the DL position is related to the position (P)
of the mismatch plane in the initial model. Above this plane,
the cell is n + 1 × n + 1, and below it, the cell is n × n, as
shown in figure 2 for the case of P = 2. For determining
the DL position, we are going to search through P = 1–9,
by using the energy minimization program [20] and ‘energy
extract formula’ (3).

Figure 3(a) shows the resultant dislocation energies for
P = 1–9, where we consider the average energy per interface
area Edis

S . As a result, the energy preferred position is P = 2.
For a discussion, we present the relaxed interface

structures of P = 1–3 in figures 3(b)–(d). Factually, the
P = 1 case is a totally distorted structure. This is because
the Ni/(Al2O3)Al interface has a reconstruction at the first ML
of the metal side, which is destroyed by putting DL in this
position. Comparatively, the P = 2 case has an orderly
lattice structure in the metal side, while the P = 3 case is
sometimes distorted at the first two Ni MLs. Among them, DL
in the second ML of the metal side makes a regular interface
structure, and also has the lowest dislocation energy.

4.3. Dislocation network

In this work, the first Ni ML is reconstructed as a translation
layer between metal and Al2O3 sides, and DL is redefined
as the separate line between the strain concentration area and
the area with no strain on the interface. So we can show the
dislocation network by plotting the Ni–Ni distance distribution
of the second Ni ML, as shown in figure 4(a).

As we have mentioned in section 4.1, a misfit dislocation
is introduced by a (n + 1 × n + 1):(n × n) mismatch
interface. So the dislocation network makes Ni lattices
compressed. As a result, the Ni–Ni distance is in a lower
value for the strain concentration area (the small deep gray
part (red online) part in figure 4(a)), and in a higher value
for the area with no strain (the large deep gray part (blue
online) part in figure 4(a)). This figure shows that the
strain concentration area and the area with no strain appear

4
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Figure 3. (a) The average dislocation energy Edis
S for P = 1–9, (b) the relaxed interface structure of P = 1, (c) P = 2, and (d) P = 3, where

n = 9 for this test.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. The dislocation network of the Ni/(Al2O3)Al interface. (a) The Ni–Ni distance distribution of the second Ni ML, in the case of
n = 9; (b) the summarized dislocation network structure.

alternately on the interface plane, approximately resulting
in a trigonal dislocation network, as shown in figure 4(b).
At this condition, the DL is a partial dislocation along the
[11̄0] direction, with Burgers vector b = 1

6 [112̄], and the
mesh size d for dislocation network is proportional to n,
with d

n = 2.75 Å, where 2.75 Å is the O–O distance. By
the way, concerning the dislocation network in a hexagonal
interface, Ernst [12] has shown two representative cases, in
hexagonal and trigonal structures respectively. Among them,
the former contains dislocation loops and the latter contains
partial dislocations. Our contribution is to confirm the trigonal
case for an Ni/(Al2O3)Al interface on the atomic scale.

For a discussion of the mesh size d , 1
d is proportional to

the misfit across the interface, and so is related to the relaxation
energy brought by a misfit dislocation. For an Ni/(Al2O3)Al

interface, the dislocation energy contains four parts. First is
the relaxation energy, which is related to 1

d and proportional to
metal volume V . The second to fourth are dislocation network
energies, including the contributions of the strain concentration
area (σ ), dislocation line (ε), and intersection point between
DLs (c). As a result, we get the ‘dislocation energy formula’:

Edis = cN + εL + σ
S

2
+ K1V δ + K2V δ2 + K3V δ3 + K4V δ4

(4)

5
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Figure 5. The fitting results of Edis versus d curves by (4), for which
T = 19, 39, 58, and 78 Å. The scatter symbols denote the original
Edis data and the lines denote fitted curves.

where K1V δ + K2V δ2 + K3V δ3 + K4V δ4 is the relaxation
energy, S is the interface area, L is the total length of DLs,
N is the number of intersection points, and δ = aNi

d is a
nondimensional parameter. In (4), the relaxation energy is
a fourth-order Taylor expansion, with the zeroth-order term
equals to zero. This is because relaxation energy is brought
by misfit dislocation. If there is no dislocation on the interface
(or δ → 0), it reduces to zero.

Equation (4) is used to evaluate Edis from d and V directly.
By using this formula, we can get the dislocation energy just
by a simple calculation, and study the Ni/(Al2O3)Al interface
on a large scale. Turning back to the constitution of (4),
there are seven undetermined parameters c, ε, σ , K1, K2,
K3, and K4. For evaluating them, we calculate a series of
sample models by the energy minimization method [20] and
the ‘energy extract formula’ (3), resulting in a list of Edis at
different combinations of d and T , as shown in figure 5, where
T denotes the thickness of the metal part. For these interface
models, n is from 9 to 21 and T is chosen to be 19, 39, 58,
and 78 Å. As a result, the parameters for (4) are fitted by
using a least squares method [22], and so we can get c =
−3.499 eV, ε = 1.973 eV Å

−1
, σ = −0.025 eV Å

−2
, K1 =

−0.455 eV Å
−3

, K2 = 7.042 eV Å
−3

, K3 = −70.764 eV Å
−3

and K4 = 254.569 eV Å
−3

.
For some advanced studies of dislocation networks, we

consider the average dislocation energy Edis
S again. The energy

preferred size d is picked from the minimum point of the Edis
S

versus d curve. And so we can evaluate d as a function of the
thickness T of the metal side.

In fact, when T is small, there is no minimum point in the
Edis
S versus d curve. This means that the dislocation network

is not energy preferred at this case. For the Ni/(Al2O3)Al

interface, this separate line is 12.4 Å. So the appearance of
a dislocation network requires the metal side to be thicker than
12.4 Å.

Figure 6 shows the resultant mesh size d as a function
of T . It demonstrates that d decreases with the metal side
thickness and tends to an ultimate value d0 = 28.1 Å. As a

Figure 6. The energy preferred size d as a function of T .

result, we get the evolution of the dislocation network in the
Ni/(Al2O3)Al interface. It appears that when T is greater than
12.4 Å, d shrinks as T increases, and results in an ultimate size
of d0 = 28.1 Å.

Also, the ultimate size can be calculated from the lattice
constants aNi and aAl2O3 directly, as shown in (5). By using
this formula, d0 is determined as 26.8 Å, which is in good
agreement with the previous value. It shows that our method is
self-consistent.

d0 = aAl2O3 aNi√
2aAl2O3 − √

3aNi

. (5)

5. Conclusion

In this work, we have used a combination of atomistic
simulation and phenomenological approach to study the misfit
dislocation in an Ni/(Al2O3)Al interface, and have obtained
some interesting results.

First, an interface reconstruction is found at the first ML
of the metal side, which changes from a trigonal structure to a
combination of regular triangle and irregular hexagon. In this
case, the Ni–Ni distance is 2.45 Å, the Ni–O distance is 1.88 Å,
the Ni–Al distance is 2.24 Å, and the hexagon angles are 96◦
and 144◦.

Due to this reconstruction, the misfit dislocation is placed
in the second ML of the metal side for a low energy position.
As a result, we get a trigonal dislocation network constructed
by partial DLs, with a strain concentration area and an area
without strain appearing alternately on the interface plane.
Also, the DL is along the [11̄0] direction, with Burgers vector
b = 1

6 [112̄].
Finally, the dislocation network is evaluated as a function

of the metal side thickness T . When T is smaller than 12.4 Å,
no dislocation appears. As T increases, the dislocation network
shrinks, and results in an ultimate size d0 = 28.1 Å.
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